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The Miraculous Lives Inside of You

For I'm raising up, I'm raising up an army in the earth such as not been like since the
book of Acts. My prophet Joel told of these days in which a company would come in the
end and invade in like the locust and the grasshopper they would cover the earth and
there would be no barrier set up before them that had the capacity to hold them back. My
church has not seen the vision in front of them of those who lived in the power to portray
such an army until these times, much has been lost in the way by man's doctrine and fears
and anxieties, but I say unto you not only among you but among many other camps I'm
raising up this go forward army: This army that is seeing and hearing and listening to
what the Bridegroom would say in these last days. So I say unto you that I come forward
to you; begin to paint inside of you the portrait the understanding of what has not been so
that you can see, for if you in yourself imagine the grand things that are spectacular you
can overlook my miraculous by waiting for those things that are spectacular but I say
unto you that every time that you gather and every time that you mention my name and
every  time  that you go into the closet and spend the time that you're bringing forth the
miraculous. The spectacular will come and names, the name of Christ among the names
of those listed who will bring forth will be mentioned among great and  mighty works and
spectacular things in which eyes have yet and have never seen; but I say to you that long
before the spectacular the miraculous lives inside of you. Bring forth that which is an
image that I'm placing within the inside of you on a continual basis. Do not look to the
right or left do not look to sensationalism and do not look to your mundane days or your
highs or lows for have you not even this morning sung and once again rehearsed that in
me there are no highs or lows. In me there is a place of continual dwelling and that place
is in your new nature that I've placed within you. So bring forth this portrait inside of you
of what it looks like for a last day church; bring forth this portrait that even goes beyond
what  you've imagined it to be; let me paint it within you and bring it forth in these last
hours, saith the Spirit of Grace. Hallelujah.


